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From the work of Siekmann & Livesey, and Stickel it is known how to unify two terms in an 
associative and commutative theory: transfer the terms into Abelian strings, look for mappings 
which solve the problem in the Abelian monoid, and decide whether a mapping can be 
regarded as a unifier. Very often most of the mappings are thus eliminated, and so it is crucial 
for efficiency either to not create these unnecessary solutions or to remove them as soon as 
possible. The following work formalises the transformations between the free algebra nd this 
monoid. This leads to an algorithm which uses maximal information for its search for 
solutions in the monoid. It is both very efficient and easily verifiable. Some applications of this 
algorithm are shown in the appendix. 
Introduction 
Term rewriting systems are unable to handle mathematical theories with associativity and 
commutativity in the ordinary way. The usual approach of ordering the equations and 
using them as rewrite rules does not work. A rule of the form x o y ~ y o x will make such 
a system non-Noetherian. One possible solution to this problem is to build associativity 
and commutativity into the matching and unification algorithms. 
Siekmann & Livesey (1976) and Stickel (1975, 1981) independently presented 
algorithms to unify two terms with an associative and commutative operator. Both 
algorithms flatten terms and regard the argument lists as Abelian strings (multiset s) thus 
transferring a unification problem in the free algebra into a problem in an Abelian 
monoid. The algorithms differ in the way in which they find mappings which equate 
strings. Siekmann & Livesey restrict hemselves to strings over variables and constants. 
This allows them to derive a system of diophantine quations and use the solutions to 
generate the set of unifiers directly. Their algorithm is very efficient, but did not seem to 
be applicable to terms of a more general form, such as terms containing more than one 
operator. Recently, Herold & Siekmann (1985) presented an algorithm which solves this 
deficiency. 
Stickel uses a "variable abstraction", which reduces the set of equations to a singleton. 
With every mapping derived from the solutions to this equation he gets a set of pairs of 
terms to which the algorithm is applied recursively. If this fails, the mapping has to be 
disregarded. 
The following work describes and formalises the connections between solutions of a 
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diophantine quation and a unifier for a pair of terms. An algorithm directed by this 
information selects only a few combinations of solutions which are expected to gain a 
unifier, and reduces the number of recursive unification calls rapidly. 
In section 1 we show how to construct an endomorphism which solves a unification 
problem in an Abelian monoid. Next we formalise the constraints on endomorphisms 
serving as substitutions. Then a unification algorithm is presented, together with proofs of 
its termination, correctness, and completeness. Finally, in section 4 we give some hints on 
how to efficiently implement the algorithm. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the 
basics of Y,-algebras and term rewriting systems. Given a signature Z and a set of 
variables V, the free algebra T(I? w V) is the algebra of all terms over £ and V. A 
substitution is a E-endomorphism on T(Z w V). And given a set of equations, E, the set of 
all associative and commutative operators Z°~ consists of all o ~ Z with both 
xoy=yox~E andxo(yoz)=(xoy)ozsE .  For details, see the survey by Huet & 
Oppen (1980). 
1. An Algebraic Problem 
In this section we solve a unification problem in a free Abelian monoid. Let hi and h2 
be two elements of an Abelian monoid (H, o) with identity ~ and hi, ha e H-  {e}, and 
regard "="  as the finest congruence r lation defined by associativity and commutativity 
of "o". The problem we solve is that of finding a "o"-endomorphism ¢ with 
¢(ht) = ¢(h2). 
TERMINOLOGY. We "normalise" hi and h 2 by removing common arguments and grouping 
the remaining ones: 
Pmp,}w~th a te H-{e} and ai, ~ a~2 for i 1 ~ i 2. 
h l=a~'o . . .oam ) . 
h 2 ap,,,~l . . . .  a. J 
Now all as are pairwise distinct, and no as can be represented as b~ o b2 with 
bl, ba e H-  {s}. 
DEFINITION, For hi, h2 as above we define: 
i a diophantine equation Eh,h2: ~ PlXt -- p~x~ = 0. 
i= i  /=m+l 
• Sh,,h2: {S e N"Is is a solution of Eh, h2}. 
• Bhl,h2: {s ~ Shl, h2lS is a basic solution of Eh , , j  
(a solution is basic if it is neither trivial nor the sum of two non-trivial solutions). 
These definitions now enable us to construct an endomorphism ¢ under which h 1 and h2 
are equated. The method is as follows: 
(1) Choose s~, . . . ,  s~ ~ Sh,.h 2 and kl . . . .  , k, e H-{e} with r i> 1. 
(Let sj be (s:l . . . . .  sj,,) for 1 ~< j ~< r). 
(2) Define q5 on al . . . . .  a,: 
¢(a,) = k~" . . . . .  k~ ~' for 1 < i < n. 
LEMMA 1. ¢(hl) = ¢(h2). 
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PROOF 
• qS(hl) and ~b(h2) can be represented as k~ '~ . . . . .  k~ ~ and k~' . . . . .  k7 ~ where all kj are 
pairwise distinct (see the definition of ~b in step (2)). 
• It remains to prove: V 1 ~ j ~ r [m s = nsJ. This follows from 
ms = Y'. p~ss, ns = p~sji 
t=1 i=m+l  
and (sst . . . . .  ss~ ) is a solution Of Eh,,h 2. [] 
EXAMPLE 1 
Let (H, o) be the Abelian monoid generated by T(Z u V). 
Let h = x o a o x o a and t2 = g(Y) ° g(a) o z o z. 
We can find a "o"-endomorphism which equates tl and tz as follows: 
• compute normal forms h, = x 2 o a 2 and hE = g(y) o g(a) o z2; 
• compute the equation Eh,.h~: 2X, +2X2- -X3- -X , - -2X5 = 0; 
• choose two solutions sl = (10110), s2 = (11002) e Sh,,h2 and kl, k2 e T(E ~ V); 
• define 4) on x, a, O(Y), g(a), z: 
cb(x) = kl  ° k2, ~b(a) = k2, ~(g(Y)) = kt,  c~(g(a)) = kl ,  
~(z) = k~, 
[] 4,(h1) = = q (hJ. 
2. Endomorphism vs. Substitution 
The next goal is to connect the notions of endomorphism and substitution. More 
precisely, we want to construct an endomorphism ~b, as shown in section l, and decide 
whether it "behaves" like a substitution. 
TERMINOLOGY, Starting with this section, we shall use the following notation: 
• H-{~} = T(Zu V). 
* f e Xac. 
• t l °h=f (h ,  tz) fo r t l ,  t zS  T(EwV) ;  
h i  ,~vl . o ,~p'- 3 
= -1 . . . . .  ,,1 ~. as in section 1. 
~m + 1 ~ " " " ~ t"tt'n J 
• q~ is an endomorphism with ~b(h~) -= %(hE). 
• {s I . . . . .  s,} s 2 s ..... where She,h2 is the set of solutions defined in section 1. 
In this section we want to see whether an '~f"-endomorphism ~b,which equates hi and h2, 
can be regarded as a Z-endomorphism, i,e. a morphism with respect o all operators. If 
so, 4, corresponds to a substitution ~o, To determine this we must address two questions: 
• Does there exist a O with O(al) = (p(ai)  for all a~? 
• If yes, how can such a cp be constructed using sl . . . . .  Sr ~ Sh,,h2? 
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DEFINITION. Associated with each solution s~ ~ Sh,, h2, we define the following quantities: 
Qi={ill<~i<~n, sji>~l, ai6V}, 
'a~i~(0a), if QI ¢ 0, 
qJ = (a newly generated variable zj, otherwise. 
Given an endomorphism ¢ constructed via the method of the previous section satisfying 
Y 1 ~ i ~< n[¢(a,) = k]"o...o k~"], (1) 
we wish to determine if there exists a substitution q~ such that 
V 1 ~< i ~< n [¢(ai) = ~o(a~)]. (2) 
Three direct consequences arise from (1) and (2): 
V l <~ i <~ nI ~j=isJ'>~ ll' (3) 
¥1<~i<~ n[a,¢ V=~ Z sj,= l (4) 
V 1 ~< i~, i 2 ~< n, I ~< j ~< r [i~, i2 e Qj ~ 3 substitution a [~r(a,) = ~r(%)]]. (5) 
REMARK. The substitution cr is called a unifier for {ht, h2}. 
PROOF OF (3) Assume the contrary. Then there exists an i with ,;b(az) = e, but a substitution 
q~ cannot be e for any t ~ T(E w V). [] 
PROOF OF (4). Assume there is an i with ~, sj~ >/2 and ate V. Then there exist terms tt, t2 
such that qS(a3 = t~ o t2 = f(q, t2). From the normalisation of h~ and h2, ai cannot be of 
the form t'~ o t~. However this contradicts (2), because ~o, as a substitution, preserves the 
term structure. [] 
PROOF OF (5). Assume il, i2 ~ Q:, 
~a i , ,  % ¢ V by the definition of QJl, 
(4 )~ ~ sjh=s:~l~=l and ~ s j i2=s j ,2=l ,  
j= l  j= l  
(1) =- ¢(%) = k:, and ¢(%)  = k~,, 
(2) ~ ~0(a h) = cp(%). [] 
The conditions (3)-(5) are necessary but not sufficient for the existence of a cp. We now 
present an algorithm which constructs q~: 
(1) Let b --- {al *-- q~" o • •. ° q~"la~ s V} and a be the fixpoint of 6 (if one exists). This 
means that if we can find an n, such that 6" = 6 '+1, then cr = 6". 
(2) Find a substitution z which unifies {~r(a31i e Qj} for all 1 ~< j ~< r. 
(3) Let (p = zcr (if z and a exist). [] 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let h 1 = x 2 o a 2, h 2 = g(y) o g(a) o z 2, s t = (10110) and s 2 = (11002), as in 
example 1. Then we construct Q1 = {3, 4}, q~ = 9(y), Q~ = {2} and qz = a. Obviously, sl 
and s2 satisfy (3)-(5). We construct a = ~5 = {x ,-- g(y) o a, y *- a2}. Then z has to unify 
{a} and {O(Y),g(a)}. Finally, we get ~0 = {x~g(a)  o a, y~a,  z*-a2}, with 
q)(ht) = g(a) ~ o a 4 = qffh2). 
LEMMA 2. If the values kj in (1) are defined as kj = ~o(qj) for 1 <~ j <~ r, then (2) holds. 
PROOF. Letting a~ e V, 
qg(a~) = za(a~) = "c(a(ql) ~" . . . . .  a(qr)~,) (a is a fixpoint of ~5) 
= za(ql)~,, . . . . .  za(q,) s~' = k~"o . . . .  k~ "' = q~(al). 
Letting ate V, 
there exists exactly one 1 ~< j ~< r with sj, = 1, 
z unifies {a(a,)[i E Qj} => q) unifies {a~[i E Qj} (q) = za), 
cp(at) = ¢p(q:) = kj = ~p(a,). [] 
COROLLARY. The substitution q~ is a unifier for h~ and h2. 
3. A Complete Set of Unifiers 
DEFINITION. We use the following definitions (with some minor simplifications) from the 
survey by Huet & Oppen (1980). 
* idempotent substitutions: 
6 is idempotent  if and only if V v e V [J(v) = 66(v)]. 
• a subsumption preorder on substitutions: 
61 "<x c52 iff 3 2 V x ~ X [281(x) --- ~52(x)] (X is a set of variables). 
• a complete set o fun i fe rs  f~ for h 1 and ha: 
V ~p e f~ [cp(hl) = ~0(h2) and ~p is idempotent'], 
¢(hl )  = ¢(h2) = 3 ~o ~ f~ 12o "<v~rsC,,,.h,) ¢].  
In this section we present an algorithm to construct a complete set of unifiers, and prove 
its correctness. The conditions (3)-(5) are used both to decrease the number of basic 
solutions that must be considered and to avoid repeating the computation of a particular 
unifier. This is crucial to make the algorithm efficient. 
ALGORITHM. fl 4- AC-UNIFY(h l ,  h2) 
AC-UNIFY  creates a complete set of unifiers for hi and h a. 
(1) Compute Bhl,h2, then regard all subsets B of Bh,.h~, for which (3)-(5) hold. 
(2) Let B = {bx . . . . .  br}, bj = (b~ . . . . .  bj,), and I = {1 <<. i <<. nla , e V}. 
(I describes the set of all variable arguments.) Define Qj and qj as 
Q j={1 <~ i <~ nlbj, = l, i ~ I}, 
~ami n(04), if Qj :~ 0, 
qJ = [z: (a new variable) otherwise, 
for l~<j~<r .  
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(3) Construct 6 ci) = {a~ ~ qbt" . . . .  o q~"'} for i e I, and define 6 as the union of all c~ c°. A 
fixpoint ~ of ~ exists if and only if the following sequence i~ . . . . .  id exists with 
* , = iA .  
o V 1 ~< e ~< d [no v e {a i .  , %,,  . . . . .  %} occurs in a(i')(a,.)]. 
Then a = 6 (i') . . .  6(t,) = {% +_ 3c~,)... 6(io~(at,)[1 ~ e ~< d} is this fixpoint. 
(4) Use UNIFY  to compute a complete set of unifiers fl' for all sets {a(a~)[i e Qj}, and 
let ~ = f~ u {v~r]~ e f~'}. [] 
Pz ~- UNIFY(q ,  t~) 
Unification algorithm by Robinson (1965) which is extended for ac-terms, fl is a 
complete set of unifiers for tl and t> 
(1) If q = t2: 
let ~ = {{ }}. 
(2) If tt is a variable which does not occur in t2: 
let f~ = {{t~ ~- t2}}. 
(3) If t 2 is a variable which does not occur in tl: 
let f~ = {{tz ~ q}}. 
(4) If t 1 = g(r 1 . . . . .  rk), t2 = g(Sx . . . . .  sk), g ~ Z.~: 
let a ,  = {{ }}; 
for 1 ~< i .%< k; let ~1+1 = {q)l (/')21q)2 e ~ i ,  (Pl ~ UNIFY(cP2(ri), cP2(st))} 
let f~ = ~k + 1. 
(5) If tl = f ( r l  . . . .  , rk,), t2 =f(s l  . . . . .  Sk2),f s Z,c: 
let f~ = AC-UNIFY( t , ,  t2). 
(6) In all other cases: 
let ~ = ~ (tl and t 2 are not unifiable). [] 
EXAMPLE 3, Given hi = x 2 ° a 2 and h2 = 9(Y) o 9(a) o z 2 as in the previous examples. We 
compute eight basic solutions: bl = (10110), b2 = (10200), ba = (10020), b4 = (10001), 
b5 = (01110), b6 = (01200), by = (01020) and b s .-- (01001). The solutions b2, ba, b6 and 
b 7 cannot be part of any combination of basic solutions, because this would violate (4). 
Furthermore, bs violates (5). So only {bl, bs} and {bl, b4, bs} satisfy (3)-(5). Note that of 
the 256 possible sets of basic solutions, there are 161 satisfying (3), of which 3 satisfy (4), 
and only 2 of which satisfy (5). The complete set of unifiers for hi and h2 is shown in the 
appendix. [] 
THEOREM. UNIFY(h ,  t2) is a complete set of unifiers for t~ and t~. 
First we have to prove that UNIFY  terminates for any tt and t 2. The Noetherian (or 
well-founded) ordering we use was introduced by Fages (1984), who gives a detailed proof 
of the Stickel algorithm. 
DEFINITION. 
• A term t' is a subterm of term t if and only if 
t' # t and 3 term t", occurrence o[t = t", t' = t"/o], 
( "="  denotes the congruence defined by all J ' s  Y,c). 
Example: f(Y, f (x ,  z)) is a subterm of g(f(x, f (y ,  z))), if re  z.c, g ¢ y.,c. 
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• We are interested in a particular kind of subterms: 
A subterm t' of t is an admissible subterm if and only if: 
1. t' = g(r 1 . . . . .  r.,), g q~ Zae 
or 
2. t' =f (s l  . . . . .  s , ) , f  e Z,c and 
3 subterm 9(r 1 . . . . .  r,,) of t, g ¢.f,  3 1 ~< i ~ m with t' = r~. 
Example: f (x l ,  xz) is not an admissible subterm of f ( f (x t ,  x2), x3), i f fe  Z,~. 
By AS(t) we denote the set of all admissible subterms of t. 
• Let v be a variable, tt, tz two terms. 
Op(v, tl, t2) = {g e Z[function symbol g occurs with argument v in tl or t2}. 
Example: Op(x, f (g(x,  y), x), f (x))  = {jr g}. 
• We define the weight of two terms tt and t 2 as the pair (c¢, fl), where 
= # {x e vl # Op(x, h, t2) >t 2}, 
3 = #(AS(q)  w AS(t2)). 
Example: weight (f(x), 9(f(Y), x)) = (1, 1), i f fe  Z,c, g ¢ Z.~: 
# Op(x, f(x),  o(f(Y), x)) .-- 2, # Op(y, f(x),  g(f(y), x)) = 1, 
AS(f (x))  = O, AS(g(f(y), x)) = {f(y)}. 
• Let st, s2, tl, t2 be terms with weight(st, tt) = (~I, 31) and weight(s2, t2) = (~2, f12), 
(al, fit) < (aa, 32) if and only if at < a2 or (at = ¢¢2 and fit < 32). This defines a total 
Noetherian ordering on all pairs of terms, 
LEMMA 3, Let st, sz, tt, t2 be terms with: tl, ta e AS(s1) w AS(s2) w {st, s2}, 
t t =f ( t t l  . . . . .  tt,,,), t 2 =f ( ta t  . . . .  , t2, ), fe  Z,~, 
Then cr as constructed by AC-UNIFY( t t ,  t2) does not increase weight(st, s2), 
PROOF. Let at ~ t e or: 
• t is a new variable: 
# {x e V[ # Op(x, st, sz) >t 2} does not increase, 
weight(st, s2) does not increase. 
• t =f ( r t  . . . . .  rp): 
# Op(at, s 1, s 2) >>. 2 ~ weight(st, s2) decreases, 
Op(a~, st, s2) = { f}  =~ t is not introduced as a new admissible subterm 
weight(st, s2) does not increase. 
LEMMA 4. Let st, sz, t~, t2 be terms with tt ~ AS(st) u AS(@, q~ ~ UNIFY(t l ,  t2). Then 
weight(~o(sl), ~o(s2)) <~ weight(st, s2), (**) 
PROOF by induction over weight(tl, t2). 
1. weight(tl, t2) = (0, 0): 
• tl = g(tlt . . . . .  tt.), t2 = g(t21 . . . . .  t2,,), g ¢ Z.~: 
All arguments of tt and t2 are variables, so we know for any v~ ~ v2 e ~0: 
v~, vz ~ V and 9 ~ Op(vl, sl, s2) c~ Op(v~_, sl, s2), 
v~ ~- v2 does not increase weight(sl, s2), 
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• tl =f(t~x . . . . .  q.,), t2 =f(t2t  . . . . .  tz, , ) , fe Z.~: 
(**) follows from Lemma 3. 
2. weight(t1, t2) = (~, fl): 
Assume no ¢p'e UNIFY(t'I,t'2) increases weight(s'l,s'2) for terms s'l.s'2, t'~,t'2 with 
t'l, t'z ~ AS(s'I) w AS(s'2), weight(t'l, t'a) < weight(ta, t2). 
• t~ = g(t~ . . . . .  t~.). tz = g(tza . . . . .  t2,), g ¢ Z,,~: 
Let cp' e UNIFY(tai. t:~) for 1 ~< i ~< n. 
ta~ ~ V (or t2i ~ V): 
~0' = {t~ ~- t21 } ~ weight(sa, s2) does not increase. 
ta~ ~ AS(ta), t2~ ~ AS( tz )~ (**) follows from the induction hypothesis. 
• tt =f(tt~ . . . . .  tam), t2 ---f(t2a . . . . .  t2 . ) , fe  2o¢: 
From Lemma 3 we know that ~r does not increase weight(s~, s2), so we have to show 
that unification of a pair (a(a~,), tr(aa) ) with %, % ¢ V does not increase the weight: 
a~,, a a ¢ V =~ %, % ~ AS(tO ~ AS(t~) =*. aa, a~ e AS(sa) w AS(s2) 
a(ah), a(%) s AS(a(s~)) w AS(a(s:)). 
Now (**) follows from the induction hypothesis. 
LEMMA 5 (termination). UNIFY(ta, t2) terminates for any t a and t 2. 
PROOF. We have to show that for every recursive call of UNIFY  either one of the 
arguments i a variable (in which case termination is obvious) or the weight of the 
arguments decreases: 
• ta = g( ta t  . . . . .  tan), t2 = g( t2 l  . . . . .  t2n), g q~ ~'ac: 
Lemma 4 shows that unification of a pair (tat , t2/) of nonvariable arguments does not 
increase weight(t1, t2). weight(tat, tz~) < weight(tt, t2), because t~t and t2~ are 
admissible subterms. 
• t l  =f ( t t i  . . . . .  tim), t2 =f(t21 . . . . .  t2n),fe EaR: 
a does not increase weight(t~, t2) (Lemma 3), nor does unification of a pair 
(a(%) a(%)) (Lemma 4). As shown in Lemma 4, a(%) and a(aa) are admissible 
subterms of cr(ti) or a(t2), so 
weight(o'(al~), c(aa)) < weight(~r(tO, o'(t2) ). [] 
REMARK. Implicitly, all the following proofs are inductions over the weight of the 
arguments to UNIFY. 
LEMMA 6 (correctness). All substitutions q~ e UNIFY(ha, h2) are unifiers for hj and h 2. 
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 2 for the ac-case. Obviously, step (1)-(4) of UNIFY  
compute unifiers (also see Robinson (1965)). 
REMARK. We can regard every unifier ~ for hi and hE as an endomorphism on (H, °). 
defines ba . . . . .  br e Bh,.h2 and ka . . . . .  k, e T(Z w V) with 
v 1 i _<. n EO(a,) = o k r'3. 
LEMMA 7. Let ~ be a unifier for h 1 and h2, which defines ba . . . .  , br and kl . . . . .  k,. Then 
AC-UNIFY  computes a ~r with cr "<v,,r.~l,,.h¢ ~" 
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PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume that ~ is idempotent. Since ~, is a 
unifier for h~ and h2, (3)-(5) hold for bl . . . . .  b ,  and there exists a sequence i~ . . . . .  ia. Let 
2 = {qj ~- k~lqj is a new variable}. Now we prove by induction g i e I[¢2cr(a~) = O(at)]! 
i=  i1: 
¢2a(ai) = ¢26(°(at) = O2(q~" . . . . .  q~-,), 
qj is a new variable ~ ¢2(qj) = O(k2) = kj' 
q~ is a nonvariable at ~ O2(q~) = tP(q2) ---- k~ by definition of q2, bj and kj, 
::~ O2cr(a,) = k~" o . . . .  k~" = ~b(a,). 
i = i~, 2 <<. e <~ d: 
O2a(a~) = O2a6(t)(at) (see AC-UNIFY  step (3)) = @2cr(q~" . . . . .  q~,.,), 
qy is a new variable ~ O2a(q~) = O2(qj) = O(k~) = k~, 
q/is a nonvariable at, v • Vats(%): 
v • {% . . . .  , ato _,} ~ ¢2a(v) = O(v) by induction hypothesis, 
v ¢ I (v cannot be a~., . . . ,  %)  ~ ~¢,2a(v) = ~2(v) = ~(v), 
=*-~/~,o'(q/) : ~](qj) : kj, 
=> tp2cr(a~) = k]" . . . .  o k~"' = ~J(a,). 
Now we know tr-<x t#, where X is the set {a~lie I}, ~ is defined on X, so 
~r "< V,r~O,,. h,) #~" [] 
LEMMA 8 (completeness). UNIFY( t~,  t2) is a complete set of unifiers for ta and t~. 
Proof. Let ~ be any unifier for t 1 and t 2. We have to show that there exists a 
q) e UNIFY( t1 ,  t2) with ~0 "<v,,s(t,.t~) ¢. 
• t l•V(or t2•V) :  
q~ = {tl ~ t2} =~ V v • Vars(tD t2) [~bep(v) : ~(V)]. 
• t l  = 9(r l  . . . .  , rk), tz = g(sl  . . . . .  sk), g ¢ Z.c: 
We prove by induction V 1 <~ i ~< r+l  3 (p • f~ [~o "¢,v~,~(t,,t~) Ip]I
• cp • f~  => cp = { } :=, q~ -<~o,~(,,.,,~ #. 
• Assume there exists a q~2 • f~t, 1 ~< i ~< r, with cp2 "~Vars(t,,t2 ) I/I. 
Let X1 = Vats (q ,  t2), X2 = Vars(cp2(ri), cP2(st)). 
3 22 V v • X1 [22q~2(v) --- @(v)] and ~b is a unifier for r, and si, 
22 is a unifier for cpz(rt ) and cp2(s~), 
~oi • UNIFY(q)2(r i) ,  q~2(st)) [(Pl "~Vars(q)z(rt),,p,O,)) 22)],
=:. ~ ~o • ~ [~o "<v,,,..,,(,,.t,) #~]. 
• t~ and t2 are ac-terms: 
By Lemma 7 we know that AC-UNIFY  computes a a with ~r "<v,,,(t,,t,) ¢. Similar to 
the previous case we can show that the reeursive calls of UNIFY  compute a ~ with 
DEFINITION. ~ is a minimal set o f  unifiers for ht and hz if and only if: 
• V ~o e f~ [cp(hO = q~(h 2) and q) is idempotent]. 
• V ~oi, qh ~ f~ [cpi "<vo,.,o,,.h,) q~2 ~ cpl = ~o2]. 
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UNIFY computes a complete set of unifiers. Earlier this procedure was believed to 
produce a minimal set (Fortenbacher, 1985), but the last unification in appendix B is a 
counterexample: Let q)x be the first, q~2 the fifth unifier computed, and let 
,t = {W ~ +(V4, V3), Z ~ +(V3, V1}. Then V v ~ {W,X, yZ}[2~o2(v ) = (pl(v)]. 
4. An Efficient Algorithm 
Our next goal is to find an efficient implementation for AC-UNIFY. First we have to 
compute the finite set of basic solutions of a homogeneous diophantine quation. There 
are algorithms proposed by Huet (1978), Fortenbacher (1983), Lankford (1985)and 
Btittner (1985). The first two are discussed and compared in Guckenbiehl & Herold 
(1985). 
Given a set of solutions, how can we find all subsets thereof which can be used to 
compute a unifier? All subsets deserving attention must satisfy (3) for correctness. 
Without losing completeness, subsets can also be constrained to satisfy (4), and a basic 
solution which violates (5) need not be part of any subset. This leads to the following 
procedure to compute all promising subsets: 
(1) Eliminate every basic solution which cannot be a member of any subset. This is the 
case if bit i> 2 for an as ~ V, which violates (4), or if the set {atli ~ Qj} is not 
unifiable ((5)). 
(2) With regard to (1) find all subsets which satisfy (3) and (4). [] 
Stickel (1981) discusses to apply the constraints (4) and (5) during the generation of 
unifiers in the variable-only case rather than afterward. 
Now we address the problem that the set {atli ~ Qj} has to be unified for each subset of 
solutions containing bj, Clearly, an efficient implementation has to obviate the need for 
repeatedly computing these unifiers. But how thoroughly should the testing for (5) be 
done? While implementing the algorithm (see appendix B), the author considered three 
alternatives: 
PI: Make a plausibility check to test for (5): Disregard all pairs with the same 
ac-operator and look for a "disagreement pair", this is a pair of subterms that has 
two different operators. Unification is impossible if such a disagreement pair exists. 
P2: Unify all {atli ~ Qj}, but postpone pairs with the same ac-operator. This computes 
a substitution and a set of unsolved unification problems for every bj. Hullot (1979) 
uses a similar technique when he regards ubsets of solutions. 
P3: Compute a complete set of unifiers for every {aili ~ Qj}. 
The number of unsuitable solutions detected grows from P1 to P3, which makes the 
number of subsets hrink. A pair g(x, x), g(a, b) passes Pl, whereas a pair f(x, x), f(a, b) 
even passes P2, but not P3 ( f  e 2ac, g ~ £,c). The number of unifications performed 
decreases from P1 to P3 if bj satisfies (5). P1 repeatedly performs all unifications, P2 all 
ac-unifications. But is P3 the most efficient alternative? This depends heavily on the 
particular implementation, and especially on the underlying data structure. Robinson 
(1971) showed that the substitution of terms can be performed very cheaply by updating 
pointers. But in this context saving a substitution means to save an environment, which 
involves a lot of copying. This is especially significant if we want to unify two ac-terms 
with many variable arguments (see the last example of appendix B), whereas there is at 
most one unifier for two terms with no ac-operator. This was the reason for the author's 
decision to implement P2. 
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Appendix A: Matching 
Matching is one-way unification where unification is permitted in only one of the terms. 
A substitution ~p is a match of terms tt and t2 if and only if q)(tl) = t2. In a term rewrite 
system, matching is the most frequent operation performed. 
The following presents a straightforward method to implement MATCH using 
UNIFY .  Supposedly there are more efficient realizations for term rewrite systems, for two 
reasons: First, there are better methods to compute a complete set of matches than that of 
solving diophantine quations (see Hullot, 1979). Second, in order to reduce a term, we 
need one match from the left side of a rule to a subterm, not a complete set of matches. 
DEIqNITION. A set of substitutions II is a complete set of matches for tl and tz if and only 
if 
V ~p e ~ [ (o ( t l )  = t2], 
~(tt) ---- t 2 ::~ ~ cp ~ ~ [cp "<v,r,(q) Ip]. 
A way to implement an algorithm MATCH is the following: 
(1) Replace all variables in t2 by new constants, and call the new term t. 
(2) Call UNIFY( t  1, t). 
(3) Now replace the new constants by the original variables in all unifiers. [] 
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LEMMA 10 (correctness). All substitutions q~ e MATCH(q, ta) are matches of t~ and t 2. 
PROOF. Let ~o e MATCH(Q, tz) and ~r e UNIFY(t1, t) the corresponding unifier, t does 
not contain any variables, so a(t)= t and a(q)= a(t )= t. q~(t~)= a(h) with all new 
constants replaced by their original variables, and therefore ¢P(h) = t2. [] 
LEMMA 11 (completeness). MATCH(tl, t2) is a complete set of matches for tl and rE. 
PROOF. Let ~ be a match for t 1 and t2, and ip the substitution obtained from ¢ by variable- 
constant replacement. ~k is a unifier for tl and t~, so we can find a ~0 e UNIFY(q, t2) with 
~o -<v,r,(,,.~) ¢. This implies the existence of a z ~ MATCH(t l, tz) with r "~gar.c(t,,t2) ~. [] 
Appendix B: Unification in SAC-2 
The following is the image of a computer session run on an IBM 3081 under CMS at 
the IBM Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights. The algorithm, which is written in 
ALDES (Loos, 1976), uses the computer algebra system SAC-2 (Collins, 1980) as well as 
a package for data type completion by Kfichlin (1982). For more information see 
Fortenbacher (1983). 
THE FOLLOWING DATA TYPE WAS READ 
TYPE T- 
CONSTS A,B, C - T 
VARS W,X,Y,Z - T 
OPS F(T ,T )  - T . G(T )  - T . +(T ,T )  - T 
AC F,+ 
END 
UNIFICATION OF F(A.X) AND F(B,Y) 
Y - P (A .VU , x - F (B ,V l )  
Y-A ,X -B  
IN5MS 
UNIFICATION OF +(X,X) AND +(Y,Z) 
Z - +(V3 ,V3 ,V2)  , Y ~ +(V2,V l ,V l )  , X - ÷(V3 ,V2 ,V l )  
Y - +(Z ,V I ,V I )  , X - +(Z ,V I}  
Z - +(V3 ,V3)  , Y - +(V1 ,V1)  , X - +(V3 ,V1)  
Z - +(V3,V3,Y) , X - +(V3,Y) 
Z -X  , Y -X  
IN 12 MS 
UNIFICATION OF F(X,X,Y,A,C) AND F(B,B,Z,C) 
Z - F(A,V2,X,X) , Y - F(V2,B,B) 
Z - F(A ,X ,X)  , Y - F (B ,B)  
Z - F (A ,Y ,V I ,V I )  , X -  F (B ,V I )  
Z -  F (A ,Y )  , X - B 
IN 12 MS 
UNIFICATION OF F(+(X.A).+(Y,A),C,C) AND F(+(Z.Z,Z),W) 
W - F(+(X,A),C,C) , Z - +(A,VI) , y - +(A,A,VI,VI,VI)  
1934. CE/.L,% 7 MS 
W - F (+(X ,A) ,C ,C)  , Z - A , Y - +(A .A)  
W F (+(Y ,A) ,C ,C)  Z +(A ,V2)  , X ~ +(A ,A ,V2 ,v2 ,v2)  
W - F (+(Y ,A) ,C ,C)  , Z - A , X - +(A ,A)  
IN 30  MS 
UNIFICATION OF F(+(X,A),+(Y,A),+(Z,A)) AND Ft+tw w m v ~, 
W - +(A ,V l )  , Z - +(+(A ,V I  V l ,V l I ,A~ # I " :~: "L '~ . ' -  ~)  , . ,  
W - A , Z - +(A,A) , Y - A , X -JA j ' ~LA,¥1,VI,y£) , X - +(A,VI,VI,VI)  
IN 19 MS 
UNIFICATION OF F(X,A,X,A) AND F(~(A),G(Y),z,z) 
Z - F(A,VI) , Y - A , X - F(VI,G(A)) 
Z-A  , ~-A  , x-  c(~) 
INgMS 
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UNIF ICAT ION OF +(W,+CX,GCX) )  AND +(Y ,+CZ,G(Z) ) )  
Z - +(V3 ,V l ) ,  Y - +(V4 ,V3) ,  X - +(V3 ,V I ) ,  W-  +(V4 ,V3)  
v - +(v4 ,z ) ,  x - z .  w - +( re ,z )  
Z - +(Y ,V I )  , X - +(Y ,V I )  , W ~ Y 
Z - W , Y - W , X - W  
Y - W , X - Z  
Z - +(V2 ,V I )  , V - +(V4 .V3 ,C(+(V3 .V I ,G(+(V2 .V I ) ) ) ) )  , X - +(V3 .V I .G(+(V2 ,V I ) ) ) ,  W - 
+(v4 ,v2)  
Y - +(~.V3 .G(+{V3.Z .G(Z) ) ) )  , X - +(V3,Z ,G(Z) )  
Y - +(V4 ,Va .C(+(va .G(Z) ) ) ) ,  X - +(V3 .G(Z) ) ,  W - +(V4 ,Z)  
Z - +(W,V I )  , Y - +(V3 ,G(+(V3,V I ,G(+(W,V I ) ) ) ) )  , X - +(V3 ,V I ,G(+(W,V I ) ) )  
z - w , v - +CV3,GC+CV3,G(w) ) ) )  , x - +CV3,C(w) )  
Z - +(V2 ,V1)  , Y - +(V4 ,G(+VI ,G(+V2,V l ) ) ) ) )  , X - +(V I ,G(+V2,V l ) ) )  . W - +(V4 ,V2)  
v - +CW,cC+CZ,GCZ) ) ) )  , X - +CZ,~fz ) )  
v - +CV4,cCcCZ) ) )  , x = cCZ)  , w - +CV4,Z)  
z - +(w,vD . Y - cC+CVl .CC+CW,V l ) ) ) )  , x - +(V l , cC+CW,V l ) ) )  
z - w ,  Y-C(c (w) )  . x -c (w)  
Z - +(V2,V I .G(+(V3,V I ) ) ) ,  V - +(V4 ,V3) ,  X - +(V3 ,V I ) ,  W - 
(v4 ,v2 ,c (+(v2 ,v l , c (+v3.v l ) ) ) ) )  
Z - +(V1 .G(+(V3.V1) ) )  . Y - +(V4 .V3)  , X - +(V3 .V1)  , W - 
+(V4 ,G(+CV1,G(+CV3,V1) ) ) ) )  
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Z - +CV2.G(X) )  , V - +CV4,X)  , w - +(v4 ,v2 ,cc+cv2 .c (x ) ) ) )  
Z - G(X)  , Y - +(Vd ,X)  , W - +(V4 ,G(G(X) ) )  
Z - +(V2 .V I ,G(+(Y ,V I ) ) )  , X - +(Y ,V1)  , W - +(V2 .G(+V2,V l ,G(+(Y ,V1) ) ) )  
Z - +(V1 ,G(+(Y ,V I ) ) )  , X - +(Y ,V1)  , W-  G(+(V1 ,G(+(Y ,V I ) ) ) )  
Z - +(V2,G(X) )  , Y - X , W - +(V2,C(+(V2,G(X) ) ) )  
Z - G(X)  , Y - X , W - G(G(X) )  
z - +(v2 ,x ,G(x ) )  , w - +(Y ,V2 ,C(+(v2 ,x ,c (x ) ) ) )  
z - +(x ,G(x ) )  , w - +(Y ,G(+(X .C(X) ) ) )  
Z - +(V2 ,V I )  , Y - +(V4 ,V3 ,G(+(V3,V I ) ) )  , X - +(V3 ,V I )  , W - +(Vd ,V2 ,G(+(V2,V1) ) )  
Y - +(V4 ,V3 ,G(+(V3,Z) ) )  , X - +(V3 .Z)  . V? - +(V ' I ,G(Z) )  
Y - +(V4,X ,G(X) )  , W - +(V4,Z .G(Z) )  
Z - +(V2 ,V I )  , Y - +(V3 ,G(+(V3,V I ) ) )  , X - +(V3 ,V I )  , W - +(V2,G(+(V2,V I ) ) )  
Y - +(V3 ,GC+(V3,Z) ) )  , X - +CV3,Z)  , W - GCZ) 
Y - +(X ,G(X) )  , W - +(Z ,C(Z) )  
Z - +(V2 ,X)  , V - +(V¢ ,G(X) )  , W - +(V4 ,V2 ,G(+(V2.X) ) )  
z - x , v - +(v4 ,c (x ) )  , w - +(v4 ,c (x ) )  
z - +(v2 ,x )  , Y - c (x )  , w - +(v2 ,c (+(v2 .x ) ) )  
Z - X , Y - G(X)  , W - G(X)  
IN  108  MS 
